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  Cuban president calls on the Cuban people to work together 

  

The First Secretary of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Cuba and President of the
Republic, Miguel Díaz-Canel, called on the people to work together to get out of the situation the
country is going through.
 
The president affirmed: "we have to get out of this situation, working together," he said during an
exchange with residents of the municipality of Songo-La Maya in this province, where he arrived from
Guantanamo, giving continuity to the visits made by the leadership of the Revolution to the localities.
 
In Songo-La Maya, located 30 km northeast of this city, the president visited the San Benito-La Minerva
Productive Pole, one of the new agricultural areas where the people of Santiago are working in response
to the strategy aimed at guaranteeing food sovereignty.
 
As part of the tour, Díaz-Canel arrived at the Twisted Tobacco Collection and Processing Company, a
provincial leader in the production of this product for national consumption, where he exchanged with
workers and inquired about production levels, working conditions and the financial status of the
company.
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He also visited the workshop of Confecciones Costa Fábrica 23 de Agosto, where he could appreciate
the commitment of the women of Songomayo with the Revolution, where the women affirmed that they
are Marianas and Victors of the Impossible.
 
Together with the President of the Republic were present the Secretary of Organization of the Central
Committee of the Party Dr. Roberto Morales Ojeda, the first secretary of the organization in the
province, Beatriz Johnson, and the acting governor, Manuel Falcón. 

Source: 
Radio Habana Cuba
Friday, March 22, 2024
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